
KUWAIT: Aggregate net profits reported by com-
panies listed on GCC exchanges reached a new
record high during Q3-21 at $55.5bn, an increase of
123.4% y-o-y and 22.7% q-o-q. The increase
reflected positive earnings growth across the seven
exchanges in the region with Kuwait leading during
the quarter led by an aggregate net profit of $5.6bn,
an increase of almost six folds. Profits for Saudi
Arabia, Dubai and Bahraini companies also more
than doubled during the quarter, whereas Omani
companies reported only marginal growth of 1.2%. 

Higher profitability reflected accelerated eco-
nomic activity in the region with the PMI figures for
Saudi Arabia and UAE consistently and comfortably
above the growth mark of 50 at 57.7 and 55.7 dur-
ing October-21, respectively. The COVID-19 pan-
demic has largely remained under control over the
last few months with declining cases as well as due
to a fast paced vaccination effort in the GCC. As a
result, bulk of the economic sectors are back at pre-
pandemic capacities barring a few that include
tourism and hospitality sectors.

The sector performance chart once again saw a
repeat of last quarter with energy, banks and mate-
rials companies leading the quarterly net profit
growth. The transportation sector was next with a
net profit of $3.34bn in Q3-2021 vs 0.04 bn in Q3-
2020. The increase in profits was mainly led by
Agility that reported net profits of $3.1bn during
the quarter mainly due to a gain on sale of its logis-
tics unit to DSV Panalpina. On the other hand, the
telecom sector reported a y-o-y fall in profits
mainly led by a steep drop in profits reported by
Ooredoo and Du. 

Net profits for 9M-2021 more than doubled to
$139.1bn as compared to $65.6bn during 9M-2020.
The increase was mainly led by higher profits
reported by Saudi Arabian companies with a net
profit growth of 127.5% to reach $101.0bn in 9M-
2021 vs $44.4bn in 9M-2020 followed by Abu Dhabi
and Qatar with net profits reaching $11.6bn and
$9.1bn, respectively. 

The resumption of economic activity in the GCC
to almost full scale was reflected in corporate profits
booked during Q2-2021. Aggregate profits during
the quarter breached pre-COVID levels to reach
$45.0bn during Q2-2021 vs. $14.2bn during Q2-
2020. The sequential growth in net profit was also
healthy at 17.6% as a majority of the sectors posted
growth as compared to last year. 

Saudi Arabian companies reported the biggest
absolute increase in earnings that rose by $26.5bn
or 356.6% y-o-y to reach $33.9bn during Q2-2021.
Quarterly net profit of Saudi Aramco was up 258.3%
y-o-y to reach $24.2bn mainly backed by higher oil
and other commodity prices globally during the
quarter. Companies in Kuwait also reported multi-

fold increase in quarterly profits from a record low
profit last year, whereas Abu Dhabi-listed compa-
nies posted a profit growth of 49%. Omani compa-
nies reported the smallest y-o-y increase in earnings
during the quarter at 22.3% to reach $0.52bn. 

In terms of sector performance, the energy sector
once again led the y-o-y rise in earnings posting
$24.5bn or 267.4% y-o-y jump in earnings up from
$6.7bn in Q2-2020. Profits for the banking sector
almost doubled y-o-y to $8.2bn during Q2-2021.
Companies in the materials sector posted profits
during Q2-2021 to the tune of $4.3bn as compared
to a net loss of $0.78bn during Q2-2020.

On the other hand, sectors that were resilient
during the pandemic witnessed a y-o-y decline in
profits. Telecom was the one of the four sectors that
posted a y-o-y decline with profits reaching $1.64bn
during Q2-2021, a decline of 11.6% y-o-y and
18.6% q-o-q. Insurance, Retailing and Food &
Staples Retailing sectors also posted marginal y-o-y
decline in profits during Q2-2021. Insurers in Saudi
Arabia posted the biggest y-o-y decline in earnings
during Q2-2021 with profits more than halved to
$118mn during the quarter as compared to $253mn
during Q2-2020.

Earnings reported by GCC-listed companies wit-
nessed a faster-than-expected recovery during Q1-
2021 backed by healthy growth seen in almost all
sectors. The recovery was led by a resumption in
economic activity in the region despite controlled
restrictions as COVID-19 cases remerged at the
start of the year resulting in partial-lockdowns.
Business sentiments have remained upbeat as a
result of one of the fastest vaccine administration in
the world achieved by the GCC countries. This was
also reflected in the monthly PMI, which indicates
trends in manufacturing activity, for Saudi Arabia
and UAE. According to Markit, Saudi Arabia’s PMI
in January-2021 was at 57.1, the highest since
November-19 and remained elevated above the 50
mark during February-2021 and March-2021.
Similarly, the PMI for UAE also remained above 50
during the first three months of this year. A PMI of
above 50 indicates growth in manufacturing activity.  

Quarterly net profits reached $40.0bn during Q1-
2021, up 49.2% or $13.2bn as compared to $26.8bn
reported in Q1-2020. Earnings during the quarter also
surpassed Q1-2019 level by 4.4%. The q-o-q growth
as compared to Q4-2020 was even stronger at 59.9%.
Out of the 21 sectors on the exchange, 17 sectors
reported y-o-y as well as q-o-q growth in profits dur-
ing Q1-2021. Moreover, the top 5 sectors in the region
reported a y-o-y profit growth of 42% with the bulk
of the growth coming from the materials sector. 

On the other hand, the three sectors that reported
y-o-y decline in profits included Consumer
Services, Food & Staples Retailing and Software &

Services. Companies in the Food & Staples Retailing
and Software & Services sectors reported smaller
profits due to a higher base in Q1-2020 that resulted
in a decline in Q1-2021, whereas the decline in the
Consumer Services sector was mainly led by losses
reported by companies that continue to be affected
by COVID-19 restrictions, including airlines and
related industries.  

In terms of sequential growth, excluding Bahraini
companies, the growth in net profit was almost 80%
or an absolute growth of $10.9bn to reach $25.1bn in
Q3-2020. The biggest q-o-q growth was seen in the
energy sector with the profits up by $4.9bn or
72.9% to reach $11.5bn. The banking sector was
next with a profit growth of 66.9% after banks
reported higher topline coupled with a decline in
provisions that supported earnings. The materials
sector reported profits of $634.5mn during the
quarter as compared to losses during Q2-2020. On
the other hand, the Insurance and Real Estate sec-
tors reported the biggest q-o-q decline in earnings
at 36.8% and 22.4%, respectively. 

Earnings performance when compared to last
year was broadly negative with a decline of 34.5%
in Q3-2020 with steep declines is some of the key
large-cap sectors on the GCC exchanges. Saudi
Arabian companies reported the biggest absolute
decline in earnings that fell by $10.2bn or 37.0 % y-
o-y to reach $17.4bn during Q3-2020. Excluding the
quarterly net profit of Saudi Aramco that declined
by 44.5% y-o-y, aggregate profits for Saudi Arabia
declined at a much smaller pace of 11.9% y-o-y.
Companies in Dubai and Kuwait were next with
declines of $1.8bn and $430.6mn, corresponding to
y-o-y percentage declines of 59.2% and 30.4%,
respectively. Companies listed in Abu Dhabi report-
ed the smallest q-o-q decline in earnings at 2.9% to
reach $2.39bn. 

November-2021
The Energy sector reported the biggest absolute

profits in the GCC that reached $29.7bn, more than
double y-o-y and 19.2% q-o-q. Profits for Saudi
Aramco was up 146.3% y-o-y during Q3-2021 at
$29.1bn, whereas the rest of the companies in the
sector reported profits of $596.1mn in Q3-2021 as
compared to a loss of $145.4mn in Q3-2020. Profits
for Aramco was supported by higher crude oil
prices led by recovery in oil demand globally cou-
pled with higher output during the quarter. In terms
of segments, results also got a boost from improved
refining and chemicals margins during the quarter.
Sectors peers like Dana Gas and Al Rabigh Refining
reported profits during Q3-2021 mainly led by high-
er revenues as compared to losses during Q3-2020. 

The banking sector also reported higher profits
during Q3-2021 that reached $9.6bn, an increase
of 36.1% y-o-y and 17.1% q-o-q. The y-o-y
growth in profits was seen across the region after
a steep decline in profits reported last year.
Dubai-listed banks reported more than two fold
increase in net profits in Q3-2021 followed by
Kuwait and Bahrain listed banks. Saudi-listed
banks posted profit growth of 24.3% y-o-y and
21.3% q-o-q and accounted for 37% of the sector
profits during the quarter.  

Profits for the materials sector stood at $3.9bn
during Q3-2021 as compared to a profit of $0.7bn in
Q3-2020. However, profits declined as compared to
Q2-2021 by 13.0% mainly on the back of smaller q-
o-q profits reported by Materials companies listed
on Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The q-o-q decline was
mainly led by higher input costs that led to lower
profits for sector majors like SABIC and Yanbu
National Petrochemicals. SABIC also reported a 2%
q-o-q decline in volumes during Q3-2021 which was
more than offset by higher selling prices. 
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KIPCO raises 
KD 80m in 
rights issue
KUWAIT: KIPCO - the Kuwait Projects
Company (Holding) - announced the successful
completion of the company’s share capital
increase and the allocation of the shares to the
subscribed shareholders.  The rights issue of the
640 million shares on offer was oversubscribed,
and KIPCO raised KD 80 million in equity. The
company’s issued and paid-up capital now
stands at KD 264 million.

KIPCO’s Board of Directors approved the
rights issue in early August, announcing that it
intended to raise the company’s issued and paid-
up capital by 32%, from KD 200 million to KD
264 million. The subscription period extended
from November 1st to 21st. The rights issue saw
the participation of a wide range of KIPCO’s

shareholders, including
financial institutions, funds,
portfolios and individuals.
The price offer was set at
125 fils per issue share.
Kamco Invest acted as the
issuance advisor and sub-
scription agent.

Faisal Al Ayyar, KIPCO’s
Vice Chairman (Executive),
said: “The success of
KIPCO’s right issue sub-

scription reflects the relationship of confidence
and trust that we share with our shareholders,
for which we thank them. We would also like to
thank the Capital Markets Authority and regula-
tory agencies for facilitating the capital
increase.”

He added: “The money raised from this rights
issue will support our long-term strategy of
growing our core companies, as they expand
their activities in Kuwait and the region. This
exercise also allows us to maintain a balanced
capital structure.”

Faisal Al Ayyar

ABCK-AmCham
Kuwait hosts 
webinar on Kuwait’s 
future energy sector
KUWAIT: ABCK - AmCham Kuwait hosted a webi-
nar on the topic of ‘Kuwait’s Future Energy Sector’
presented by Sarah AlUsaimi, Industrial Engineering
Specialist at Kuwait Authority for Partnership
Projects at the Kuwait Authority for Partnership
Projects (KAPP), and Fred Shuaibi - Energy Focus
Group Chair (ABCK-AmCham Kuwait) and Partner
in Charge at KNDR.

AlUsaimi spoke on the topic of ‘PPP & Renewable
Energy Projects in Kuwait’, starting with Kuwait’s
demographics, as well the structure of Foreign
Investment in Kuwait, as she briefly explained the
roles of three important bodies in Kuwait’s business
environment including KDIPA (Kuwait Direct
Investment Promotional Authority), Council of
Ministers General Secretariat, and KAPP. AlUsaimi
further elaborated on the role of KAPP as the main
body responsible for PPP projects implementation.

AlUsaimi explained ‘Kuwait Vision 2035’ and the
Kuwait National Development Plan in which a unified
direction is intended to transform Kuwait into a finan-
cial, cultural, and institutional leader in the region. She
explained that the program is organized around sev-
en pillars and 5 strategic directions, which are
Kuwait’s global position, human capital, healthcare,
living environment, infrastructure, economy, and pub-
lic administration.

The PPP framework in Kuwait was explained and
its various components, such as the Department of
Legal Advice and Legislation, State Audit Bureau,
other public entities. AlUsaimi also spoke about the
PPP Project cycle in Kuwait which starts with the
preparation of the project proposal and then goes to
the assignment of the Transaction Advisor, which then
leads to the preparation of a feasibility study. The
project and EOI are then announced and preparation
and release of RFQ Documents are done, as it then
moves to the evaluation of submitted SOQs and
preparation and release of RFP Documents. Next, the
selection of the preferred bidder and negotiations are
done and finally, the signing of the PPP agreement
and financial closure is done.

AlUsaimi explained the milestones for the Kuwaiti
PPP program and highlighted that since its establish-
ment in 2014, KAPP had tendered around (7) proj-
ects in multiple sectors (utilities, education, waste
management, real estate, and services), worth 4,840
million USD in estimated Capital Expenditure
(CapEx). Another important milestone was KAPP’s
latest project, Um Al Hayman WWTP, which achieved
financial close on July 29th, 2020, during the COVID-
19 pandemic and received many regional awards and
global recognition. 

AlUsaimi also explained some advantages of

doing PPPs in Kuwait including high credit rating,
political stability, and internationally recognized
democracy, attractive incentives such as waivers on
customs and taxes, and low usufruct fees. Other ben-
efits include a legally binding and well-defined con-
tractual framework, transparent competitive bidding
procedures with external oversight and audit, gov-
ernmental high need of infrastructure
development/enhancement of services to meet
demand, and urban development amongst others.

AlUsaimi then gave in-depth information on
Energy Sector in Kuwait and briefly explained the
various Renewable Energy Projects in Kuwait such as
the Shagaya Renewable Energy Project whose first
phase was completed under the supervision of the
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR), which
contracted by leading international companies in the
field of solar and wind power plants. Al-Dibdibah
Power & Shagaya Renewable Energy - Phase III
Project is an extension to Kuwait’s vision of produc-
ing up to 15% of the energy from renewable energy
sources by the year 2030. She highlighted that Al-
Dibdibah Power & Shagaya Renewable Energy -
Phase III Project is intended to utilize a mix of differ-
ent technologies that might include Solar
Photovoltaic (PV) plant, Concentrated Solar Power
(CSP) plant, Wind Power Plant. 

Fred Shuaibi then followed the presentation with
the topic of ‘Kuwait’s Oil & Gas Sector’s Efforts in the
Road to Recovery Post-Pandemic’. He started his
presentation by speaking about the challenges and
setbacks that Kuwait’s Oil & Gas sector (OGS) has
experienced due to the pandemic, as well as the
global energy and its impact on the world’s economy.
Shuaibi said that Kuwait has recognized the urgent
need to regroup its OGS sectors that suffered heavily
in terms of day-to-day operations, loss of expert and
skilled manpower in its various OGS due to Pandemic
lockdowns, and limited access to workplaces. 

He explained that the OGS authorities have
worked on revamping the affected operations in the
OGS and initiated various recovery plans starting
with consolidating its companies’ structure and
regrouping all OGS companies under 3 major com-
panies. Shuaibi further explained that the move aimed
at reducing setbacks caused by the pandemic and to
provide a strong recovery plan during the upcoming
period through strong and well-coordinated man-
agement in its quest to save costs and reap reason-
able profit. This will help boost the local economy
and the country’s visionary National Development
Plan (NDP) vision of 2035.

ABK congratulates
winners of ‘Push
Notifications’ 
KUWAIT: Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) announced
the names of the November winners of the ‘Push
Notifications’ campaign ‘Want to win KD100?’. The
final draw was held on 24th November 2021 under
the supervision of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, and the lucky winners were: 

• Mahmoud Zaki Hannon 

• Zubair Ashraf
The campaign ran from 22nd August until 24th

November 2021, awarding 2 lucky winners every
month with KD100 cash.  With ‘Push Notifications’
customers will benefit from the convenience of
transaction updates and smoothbrowsing of saved
transaction history. The service is particularly valu-
able to travellers, who in the absence of a roaming
network, can access the service as long as they are
connected to a WIFI network. To enable the Push
Notifications service on the ABK app, customers
should go to ‘My Profile’, click on ‘Notification
Settings’, and enable Push Notifications to enter the
monthly draw and win. 

Al-Tijari announces 
Al Najma winners
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait conducted
the weekly draws on Al Najma Account and Salary
Transfer Campaign yesterday. The draws were con-
ducted in the presence of Ministry of Commerce and
Industry representative Ahmed Al-Basman.

The results of the draws were as follows:
1- Al Najma weekly account - the prize of KD

5,000/- went to the winner Minor / Al-Batoul Khaled
Abdulrazzaq Modhaffar.

2- Salary account campaign - the prize of up to
KD 1,000/- went to the winner Abdulaziz Wandan
Al-Wandan.

The Bank stated that the salary campaign is
aimed at customers who transfer their salaries of KD
500 or more to the Bank, especially Kuwaiti

employees and residents working in the government,
oil sectors and companies listed with the Bank as
well as retirees, and take advantage of the benefits
of this campaign and get an instant cash gift from
KD 400 to KD 500 or an interest-free loan for a
period of up to 4 years and up to KD 70,000,
Kuwaiti pensioner, along with expatriate customers
who transfer their debt to the Bank will receive an
instant cash gift of 2% from their transferred debt
up to KD 1,000.

The Bank stated that Al Najma Account prizes are
distinguished by the highest cash prize and diversity of
prizes throughout the year clarifying that the account
offers weekly prize of KD 5,000/-, monthly prize of
KD 20,000/- and a semi-annual prize of KD 500,000
in addition to the largest prize - linked bank account
payout of KD 1,500,000.  Al-Najma Account can be
opened by depositing KD 500, and customer should
maintain a minimum amount of KD 500 to be eligible
to enter all draws on Al-Najma account prizes. 


